Abstract-This paper presents the average block error rate (BLER) performance of star 16/64QAM schemes using iterative decision-directed channel estimation (IDDCE) associated with the turbo frequency domain equalizer (FDE) for discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-precoded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA). We show that the turbo FDE with the IDDCE based on the a posteriori log-likelihood ratio (LLR) decreases the required average received signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) compared to that based on the extrinsic LLR. We also show that the turbo FDE is effective in decreasing the required average received SNR considering the cubic metric (CM) compared to the linear minimum mean-square error based FF-FDE for star 16/64QAM schemes. Moreover, we show that the (8, 8) star 16QAM and (16, 16, 16, 16 ) star 64QAM schemes decrease the required average received SNR considering the CM at the average BLER of 10 -2 by approximately 0.8 and 0.3 dB compared to the square 16QAM and 64QAM schemes, respectively, with a low turbo coding rate such as R = 1/3 when using the turbo FDE associated with IDDCE.
I. INTRODUCTION
Single-carrier (SC)-Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) is adopted in the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) uplink due to its low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) feature [1] . Discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-precoded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is adopted to generate SC-FDMA signals in the frequency domain [2] , [3] to achieve high commonality with OFDMA in the downlink and affinity to frequency domain equalizers (FDEs) [4] , [5] .
In adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), high-level modulation schemes including 16QAM and 64QAM are employed near a cell site under high-received signal-tointerference plus noise power ratio (SINR) conditions. Square 16/64QAM schemes are usually employed because they have the longest Euclidean distances among constellation signals [6] . Recently, the star 16QAM scheme [7] has drawn attention due to its merit, i.e., the fluctuation in amplitude is smaller than that for the square Manuscript received September 10, 2013 ; revised February 15, 2014. 16QAM scheme. It was clarified in [8] that the (8, 8) star 16QAM scheme achieves a lower required average received signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) considering the cubic metric (CM) [9] that satisfies the target block error rate (BLER) compared to the square 16QAM scheme with a low channel coding rate. Similarly, an efficient modulation scheme with low peak transmission power is necessary for 32QAM and 64QAM schemes. The bit error rate (BER) performance of the star 16QAM scheme and that for the star 32QAM schemes with turbo coding considering non-linearity of the power amplifier (PA) for satellite communications were reported in [10] . Note that star QAM is referred to as amplitude and phase shift keying (APSK) in satellite communications. In this paper, we use the notation of star QAM. In [10] , the optimum constellation for the 32APSK scheme was investigated. The optimum constellation for the 64APSK scheme was investigated in [11] . In these papers, the achievable throughput was investigated based on the maximum error-free data rate using mutual information (MI). However, the average BER or BLER performance in a multipath Rayleigh fading channel is not necessarily identical to the results based on MI. This is because the amplitude component is much weaker than the phase component in a multipath Rayleigh fading channel. Hence, we investigated the average BLER performance levels of star 32QAM and 64QAM schemes considering the CM based on a comparison to those of cross 32QAM and square 64QAM schemes, respectively [12] .
In general, a one-tap linear filter based on the linear minimum mean-square error (LMMSE) criterion is used in a FDE [4] , [5] . In the paper, we refer to the LMMSE based FDE as a feed forward-FDE (FF-FDE). To decrease the residual equalization error of the LMMSE based FF-FDE, a turbo FDE was proposed [13] - [16] that involves frequency domain processing of the turbo equalizer [17] . A turbo FDE comprises a FF-FDE and a decision feedback-FDE (DFB-FDE). The DFB-FDE generates a soft-symbol estimate from the extrinsic probability of the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) at the decoder output and the residual error signal of the FF-FDE in the frequency domain. By subtracting the estimated error signal from the FF-FDE output signal, the doi:10.12720/jcm.9.2.126-134 turbo FDE achieves a higher BLER performance level compared to FF-FDE. In [18] , the improvement in the average BLER performance of the turbo FDE compared to the FF-FDE was shown particularly for 16QAM and 64QAM assuming ideal channel estimation (CE) for DFT-precoded OFDMA. In the turbo FDE, the estimation accuracy of the channel responses affects the achievable BLER performance level. Hence, iterative decisiondirected channel estimation (IDDCE) associated with the turbo FDE was proposed and its performance was investigated for QPSK and square QAM schemes for DFT-precoded OFDMA [19] .
This paper presents the average BLER performance of the star 16/64QAM schemes employing a FDE and IDDCE for DFT-precoded OFDMA. By using softsymbol replicas based on the extrinsic LLR at the MaxLog-MAP (maximum a posteriori probability) decoder output and a reference signal (RS), the accuracy of the channel response is improved in the iterative inner loop employing the FF-FDE at an iteration of the outer loop of the turbo FDE. The operational principle of the IDDCE is the same as that in [19] . In general, the soft-symbol estimate for the turbo FDE and IDDCE is generated from the LLR of the extrinsic probability (extrinsic LLR) of each bit at the decoder output. Recently, it was reported in [20] and [21] that for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) spatial division multiplexing (SDM), the turbo soft interference canceller (SIC) using a soft-symbol estimate based on the a posteriori LLR achieves better BER or BLER performance compared to that with a softsymbol estimate based on the extrinsic LLR. Hence, we investigate the BLER performance of a turbo FDE with IDDCE using a soft-symbol estimate based on the a posteriori LLR or extrinsic LLR. Moreover, we consider a CM, which is an empirical criterion corresponding to the transmission back-off of the transmitter PA [9] . Then, under the best IDDCE conditions, we compare the average BLER performance levels of the star 16/64QAM schemes using the turbo FDE compared to those of the square 16/64QAM in a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, Section II describes the transmitted signal representation. Section III gives details on the structure of the turbo FDE. Section IV presents the operation of the IDDCE with the selection of soft-symbol estimations. Then, Section V describes the computer simulation evaluation followed by Section VI which gives our concluding remarks. . A higher coding rate than R = 1/3 is generated by puncturing the parity bit for the R = 1/3 code. The bit-interleaver within the duration of one subframe permutes the coded bits. The coded bit sequence after interleaving is partitioned into L blocks. The coded bits after interleaving are given as
II. TRANSMITTED SIGNAL REPRESENTATION
T denotes transposition). Here, the K value corresponds to the number of data-modulated symbols within one FFT block. It also corresponds to the number of subcarriers. In a modulation mapping block, the coded bit is mapped into symbol sequence
among the M-ary constellation to generate a symbol vector with the length of K, 
We assume the 16QAM or 64QAM modulation scheme, i.e., M = 4 or 6. Parameters  n ,  r , and   are the number of signal points, radius, and relative phase shift for the -th ring, respectively (j = 1,…, n  in the -th ring). Fig. 2 shows signal constellations of the (8, 8) and (4, 12) star 16QAM schemes with  = 2 rings, which we used in the paper. In Moreover, for the star 64QAM schemes, we investigate 2 types of signal constellations, i.e., (8, 24, 32) Data-modulated symbol k l x , is mapped into the t-th
Note that the modulation phase is known at the receiver for the RS symbols for t = 4 and 11. The data-modulated symbol sequence in the t-th FFT block is converted by the Kpoint DFT, K F , into a frequency domain signal with K components (subcarriers),
where
(we use a subcarrier index that is the same as the symbol index in a FFT block for simplicity). In the computer simulation evaluation in Section V, we set K = 60, i.e., the transmission bandwidth is B Tx = 5 RBs (900 kHz). In the subcarrier mapping part, the symbol vector, t X , is mapped into the assigned transmission bandwidth. The operation of the subcarrier mapping is expressed as an N FFT x K matrix,
, where N FFT denotes the number of points for the following inverse FFT (IFFT). Matrix 
, and
and  p represent the channel impulse response for the p-th path at the m-th receiver branch and the delay for the p-th path, respectively. Then, we obtain k subcarriers including the desired signal from u samples by removing (N FFT  K) subcarriers in the frequency domain.
Average of channel responses
Received signal R , , after frequency domain equalization and coherently combining of receiver branches is obtained as
Deinterleaver
are the equivalent channel response and noise component after frequency domain equalization. An inverse DFT (IDFT) converts the frequency domain signal after diversity combining into a time domain signal. We compute the squared Euclidean distances between the received symbol and symbol replica candidates that contain bit "0" or "1" at the j-th bit position. Then, we compute the LLR of a posteriori probability using the minimum squared Euclidean distance for bits "0" and "1" [24] . Let   q k l r , be the signal of the k-th symbol within a FFT block at the q-th iteration of the turbo FDE. Then, the a posteriori LLR when the j-th bit of the k-th symbol, c k,j , becomes "0" or "1" is computed as In (7), the equalizer weight, which is used for generating received symbol replicas, is given as 
. Let   
, are given using a 2 M -ary symbol alphabet as
Since we assume that the bits within one symbol are independent due to the interleaver,   B , , of the k-th subcarrier at the q-th iteration is given as [18] , [22] 
The resultant turbo FDE output of the m-th receiver branch at the q-th iteration is obtained as
The output signals of the turbo FDE of the 2 receiver branches are combined coherently. Then, the a posteriori LLR of a coded bit of "0" or "1" is computed by using the operation in (7) . At the last iteration in the turbo FDE loop, the a posteriori LLR is hard-decided to recover the transmitted bits. Table I gives the major computer simulation parameters. We assumed the 9-path Extended Typical Urban (ETU) channel model as the propagation channel model [26] . The root mean square (r.m.s.) delay spread of the ETU channel model is  rms = 0.99 s [26] . The fading maximum Doppler frequency is set to f D = 5.55 Hz assuming a pedestrian environment with a low moving speed. We investigate the BLER performance level from the required average BLER considering the CM. The CM is defined in the equation below [9] . 
IV. IDDCE WITH SELECTION OF SOFT-SYMBOL ESTIMATIONS
where  rms represents the r.m.s. value of the instantaneous cubic amplitude for each symbol that is normalized by the average amplitude of the input signal. In (13), "1.52" and "1.56" are empirical factors based on the performance of an actual PA. Table II and Table III give the computed CM values for the star 16QAM and 64QAM schemes with the minimum ring ratio, r a , as a parameter, respectively. We see from Table II that the star 16QAM schemes achieve lower CM values compared to those for square 16QAM when r a is small. This is because there are fewer transitions that cross the origin for star 16QAM than for square 16QAM. From Table III , the CM value of the star 64QAM scheme becomes higher according to the increase in the  value. However, the star 64QAM schemes yield lower CM values compared to that for the square 64QAM for low ring ratios. We first investigate the best ring ratio of the star 16/64QAM schemes using the turbo FDE from the viewpoint of the required average received SNR satisfying the target average BLER assuming ideal CE. Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show the required average received SNR at the average BLER of 10 -2 considering the CM of the star 16QAM and 64QAM schemes, respectively, using the turbo FDE as a function of ring ratio r a . In [27] , members of our research group showed that the BLER improves most when the difference in the radius between the contiguous rings is almost identical. Hence, we parameterize the minimum ring ratio r a when the number of rings is greater than 2. In Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) , the performance levels using FF-FDE based on the LMMSE algorithm are represented as dotted lines. The coding rate of the turbo code is parameterized. Fig. 6(a) shows the required average received SNR considering the CM of the (8, 8) and (4, 12) star 16QAM schemes. We find that the turbo FDE decreases the required average received SNR considering the CM by approximately 0.3 -0.5 dB compared to the FF-FDE for both the (8, 8) and (4, 12) star 16QAM schemes regardless of the R value. Then, we focus on the comparison between the (8, 8) and (4, 12) star 16QAM schemes using the turbo FDE. The figure shows that the required average received SNR considering the CM is minimized when the r a value is 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8 for R = 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3, respectively, for the (8, 8) star 16QAM scheme. Similarly, the best r a value is 1.5, 2.5, and 3.0 for R = 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3, respectively, for the (4, 12) star 16QAM scheme. When the r a value is small, the (8, 8) star 16QAM decreases the required average received SNR considering the CM compared to the (4, 12) star 16QAM scheme. In the (8, 8) star 16QAM scheme, independent bit mapping is achieved: three of four bits represent the phase modulation and the remaining one bit represents the amplitude modulation. Hence, the r a value is optimized only from the BLER of the one bit representing the amplitude component. The decoding error in the amplitude component is mitigated by the high coding gain when using a low coding rate such as R = 1/3. The resultant low ring ratio brings about a reduction in the CM value. Fig. 6 (a) also shows that the (8, 8) star 16QAM scheme decreases the required average received SNR considering the CM with the best r a value compared to the (4, 12) star 16QAM scheme for R = 1/3 and 1/2. (16, 16, 16, 16 ) star 64QAM schemes. From the figure, the required average received SNR considering the CM using the turbo FDE is decreased by approximately 0.3 -0.4 dB compared to that for the FF-FDE for both star 64QAM schemes irrespective of the R value. The required average received SNR considering the CM is minimized when the r a value is 1.8, 2.5, and 2.5 for R = 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3, respectively, for the (8, 24, 32) star 64QAM scheme. Similarly, the best r a value is 1.2, 1.2, and 1.5 for R = 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3, respectively, for the (16, 16, 16, 16 ) star 64QAM scheme. Fig. 6(b) clearly shows that the (16, 16, 16, 16) star 64QAM scheme decreases the required average received SNR considering the CM compared to the (8, 24, 32) star 64QAM scheme for a low turbo coding rate such as R = 1/3 and 1/2. Fig. 7 shows the average BLER performance using the turbo FDE associated with IDDCE as a function of the average received SNR per receiver antenna considering the CM. The average BLER performance levels using a soft-symbol estimate based on the a posteriori LLR and extrinsic LLR are given for both the RS based CE and ideal CE. In Fig. 6 , we plot the average BLER performance of the (8, 8) star 16QAM and that of the (16, 16, 16, 16 ) star 64QAM. Fig. 7 does not show a distinct BLER difference using the turbo FDE with IDDCE based on the a posteriori LLR and extrinsic LLR in the case of ideal CE. Meanwhile, the required average received SNR at the average BLER of 10 -2 using the turbo FDE with the IDDCE based on the a posteriori LLR is decreased by approximately 0.2 dB compared to that based on the extrinsic LLR. Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show the average BLER performance of the 16QAM and 64QAM schemes, respectively, using the turbo FDE associated with IDDCE as a function of the average received SNR per receiver antenna considering the CM. The average BLER performance with the RS based CE and that assuming ideal CE are also plotted for comparison. Fig. 8(a) shows the average BLER performance of the (8, 8) Focusing on the performance using the turbo FDE with IDDCE, the required average received SNR considering the CM of the (8, 8) star 16QAM is decreased by approximately 0.8 dB compared to that for the square 16QAM. Fig. 8(b) shows the average BLER performance of the (16, 16, 16, 16) star 64QAM scheme and that of the square 64QAM. For R = 1/3, the required average received SNR at the average BLER of 10 -2 considering the CM of the (16, 16, 16, 16) star 64QAM is decreased by approximately 0.3 dB compared to that for the square 64QAM scheme when using the turbo FDE associated with IDDCE. However, the improvement from IDDCE compared to that from the RS based CE is slight for R = 1/2. Based on the simulation results, we showed that IDDCE is effective in decreasing the required average received SNR for the turbo FDE for star 16/64QAM schemes.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented the average BLER performance of star 16/64QAM schemes employing the IDDCE associated with the turbo FDE for DFT-precoded OFDMA. Computer simulation results showed the best ring ratios of the star 16/64QAM schemes when using the turbo FDE from the viewpoint of the required average received SNR at the average BLER of 10 -2 considering the CM. We also showed that the required average received SNR at the average BLER of 10 -2 using the turbo FDE with the IDDCE based on the a posteriori LLR is decreased by approximately 0.2 dB compared to that based on the extrinsic LLR. Then, we showed that the turbo FDE decreased the required average received SNR at the average BLER of 10 -2 considering the CM by approximately 0.3 -0.5 dB compared to the LMMSE based FF-FDE for both star 16/64QAM schemes irrespective of the turbo coding rate. Moreover, we showed that the (8, 8) star 16QAM and (16, 16, 16, 16 ) star 64QAM scheme decreased the required average received SNR considering the CM by approximately 0.8 and 0.3 dB compared to the square 16QAM and 64QAM schemes, respectively, with a low turbo coding rate such as R = 1/3 when using turbo FDE associated with IDDCE.
